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The authors report on the continuing culture and release program to enhance neritic populations
of Cypselurus californicus and Exocoetus volitans on the west and east coasts of the tropica
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erre conducted
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separately once the juveniles
bbecame
am 50 days old. At this age fins are rigid
aand forked tails well developed. Three
identical training tanks were located centrally
beneath a fan-assisted induced-draft cooling
tower. The purpose was to calculate an
Augmenting Bouyancy Index (ABI) for each
species from (i) the age of juveniles; (ii) fan
assistance, and (iii) survival. Duration of
each ATT was 5 days.
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Trials first with C. californicus suggested
conditions with an ABI of ~120 are desirable
for affective aviate training before release.

Figure 1. Survival (%) of C. californicus with age
(days) at start of ATT and draft tower fan speed (rpm).
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